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Sandie Stratford
Welcome to a free taster issue of the RaPAL
Journal. RaPAL (Research and Practice in Adult
Literacy) is a professional body supporting all those
who work either in education or in other fields
where everyday literacy, language and numeracy
practices are the main focus. RaPAL produces a
journal three times a year covering major and
newly emerging 'literacies' themes.
We produced our last taster journal in 2006 when
circumstances were very different: ESOL was
offered widely and funded reasonably well; the
Skills for Life strategy was underway and adult
literacy had emerged from the ashes of
Cinderella's kitchen into the sunlight of
mainstream adult provision. Literacy teachers had
led the way in creating the 'learning infrastructure'
which is now the height of pedagogical orthodoxy.

coincide with the Skills for Life agenda, and more
recently, the Functional Skills agenda.
What's in the Taster Journal 2013?
We've brought together a selection of our best
articles from recent issues. It was tempting to
'update' published articles to keep up with changes
– on an almost daily basis – of government policy
and procedures. We decided instead to present the
articles as a 'snapshot', accurate at the time of
their publication, and to continue to alert
members, via the email circulation list and the
website, to significant change as it happens. Sarah
Freeman's useful summary of the developments
in adult literacy provision in the last 7 years sets
the Taster Journal in its historical context. Alison
Wedgbury offers an historical perspective on the
rapidly changing teacher training qualifications in
England from the 1970s to 2013. Peggy Warren
draws on her own research to present case studies
of black female work-based learners benefitting
from Skills for Life classes. Judith Swift continues
the historical overview, celebrating the success of
'unionlearn' and the difference it has made in
many working people's lives and beyond. Pip
McDonald outlines a range of tools by which 'New
Media literacy' is made accessible to literacy
learners of all ages; Pip explains some of the
advantages of using digital technology. In a onepage easy read, Roberta Scott shares how, as a
student on a Numeracy tutors' course, she
discovers a creative method for reflection using
digital media. Finally Sally Haywood, a recent
graduate from the Literacy subject specialists'
course, gives an enthusiastic review of Hughes and
Schwab's Teaching Adult Literacy: Principles and
Practice, 2010.

So Why is RaPAL Different?
RaPAL is a friendly, independent network of
learners, teachers, managers and researchers
engaged in adult basic education. It encourages a
broad range of collaborative and reflective research
involving all participants in literacy, language and
numeracy work as partners; it values the
involvement of students; it critically examines the
assumptions on which literacy and numeracy
practice is based; it challenges the myths put
about by successive governments (for example
that gaps in literacy cause unemployment or
correlate with low intelligence; that parents pass
on literacy difficulties to their children; that literacy
consists of a narrow set of discrete skills; that
people are to blame for their lack of skills). We
have strong links with literacy specialists in other
countries, including Australia, the USA, Canada,
South Africa and New Zealand. We support
teachers in initial training as well as through
Continuing Professional Development in adopting
increasingly democratic methods.

The RaPAL Journal is produced 3 times a year, and
is distributed electronically. We depend solely upon
membership subscription. Members keep in touch
via an electronic circulation list, and regional
advocates use Skype to keep our carbon footprint
modest. We are currently holding annual or
biannual one-day conferences, and sometimes in
conjunction with NIACE (National Institute Adult
and Continuing Education) and UCU (University
College Union).

Why a Taster Journal?
Since the election of the coalition government in
2010, funding for 'traditional' adult education has
been seriously threatened, and much literacies
learning is now taking place within the 16-19
sector, or the so-called 'third sector' (voluntary or
charitable organisations). The terms 'English' and
'mathematics' have replaced 'literacy' and
'numeracy' in the vocabulary of policy makers. The
rationale for a taster magazine is to make the
ethos of RaPAL available to newcomers to the
literacy scene. It aims to lay before the reader a
selection of articles reflecting RaPAL's search for an
authentic alternative to the 'tick box' mindset of
the target-obsessed culture which happened to

We hope this Taster Journal will give you a feel for
RaPAL, and a perspective on the current thinking in
the field of literacies. Why not join us?
The Taster Journal 2013 was edited by Irene
Schwab, Sandie Stratford and Sarah Freeman.
Production Editor: Anne Chester
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The Period 2006 – 2013 in the Development of Adult
Literacy Provision in England
Sarah Freeman
When

The History of move to
Functional Skills

By Whom

March
2004

White paper ‘Getting on in
business, getting on at work’

Government
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20071104165907/
http://dfes.gov.uk/publications/skillsgettingon/index.shtml

End
2006

Publication of The Leitch
Review on ‘Skills’

2007

Publication of the Functional
Skills standards

Feb
2011

Evaluation of the
Functional Skills Pilot
Summative Report

QDCA http://www.great-learning.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/
2011/03/Evaluation_of_the_Functional_Skills_Pilot_Summative_
Report-feb-11.pdf

2012

10 exam boards now offering
FS English E1-L2

See http://www.guroo.info/functional-skills-info/
functional-skills-exam-boards/

2012

Skills Funding Statement
2012-15

Government - see references below

QCA http://www2.ofqual.gov.uk/downloads/category/
68-functional-skills-subject-criteria

Department BIS
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/82774/
bis-12-p172x-skills-funding-statement-2012-2015.pdf

“This is an exciting time to be involved in literacy
education. Wherever we turn, written texts of
some kind are part of our lives. From the MP3
player to the DIY shop, written language,
pictures, diagrams mediate our activities and
interactions. At the same time, researchers are
developing new insights into the importance of
literacy for social inclusion – particularly in the
light of world economic changes and the growing
importance of digital media. In England, the
government has put literacy at the centre of its
educational policy, both in schools and in the
lifelong learning sector. There has never been a
time when it is more important to reflect on what
we mean by literacy, what assumptions we make
about it and what theories should guide
practice.”
(Hamilton, M, in Teaching Adult Literacy:
principles and practice ed. Hughes & Schwab
p.7; 2010)

in 2006 – Changing Faces of Adult Literacy
Language and Numeracy. They identified that
one of the recurring themes throughout the
various periods of development of literacy
provision for adults was that the issues grappled
with in the field 'are not temporary or
inexplicable peculiarities of a misguided policy
process, or the fault of individual personalities or
of one organisation. They are more enduring
tensions that have to be managed' (p xiii).
Functional Skills English & maths have been no
exception. The ethos behind Functional Skills
English is mainly work-oriented literacy practices
but by its very title Functional Skills excludes the
likelihood of more in-depth study of the art of
English language. It thus begs a tension between
a technical pedagogy and a pedagogy that
fosters English as an art and a vehicle for selfexpression.
At the end of 2006, the Leitch Review 'Prosperity
for all in the global economy - world class skills'
was published, where the word 'skills' occurs
approximately 1500 times in 154 pages,
compared to the word 'learning' occurring only
212 times. The idea of 'learning' was much less
an economic asset than 'skills' at that time and
the emphasis from then on was increasingly on
the product and not the process of getting there.

These are the words of Mary Hamilton, opening a
chapter on introducing Literacy in its Social
Context in an important book for teachers of
Adult Literacy. What are the implications for
teachers of literacy?
Hamilton together with Hillier also wrote about
the history of changes in Adult Literacy provision
2

Leitch argued that skills are 'the best form of
welfare to ensure that people can adapt to
change. Skills were once a key lever for
prosperity and fairness. Skills are now
increasingly the key lever.' (p4 of the final
report, 2006).

'prosperity and fairness' mentioned by Leitch
(2006, p4).
The question now is how do we provide, let alone
who will provide, for those adults who want to
develop more than just their vocational skills?
Their ambitions might be represented typically
by a learner who said to me in March 2012: 'I'm
ashamed I don't know more. I want to go on
because I think there is more to learn. The more
I read the more I understand how much there is
to learn still'. Fenwick and Tennant have said
that 'no one theory of learning or facilitating
learning trumps the others and learning is not a
mental process occurring in a vacuum' (Foley, G.,
(ed) 2004 p55,). While we may be able to
welcome the Functional Skills standards for their
rigour, we also need to look at the much wider
picture and ask whether as educators we are
also addressing the needs of our learners in their
communities, their family lives, their health
needs and other concerns. In 2013 humans are
still, despite all the bureaucratization of our
public lives, 'completely interconnected with the
systems in which they act.' (ibid p65). By always
looking at learning as a holistic experience we
will ensure that we don't decontextualize our
approaches to learning from our learners' lived
experiences.

The 2006 Leitch Report led to the fine-tuning of
the focus of funding for adult literacy. It means
that those whose skills can easily be upgraded
stand a chance of upskilling for the exact
purpose of joining the workforce. The Functional
Skills standards are based on sound, technical
reading and writing skills and are carefully
dovetailed into the Skills for Life Core Curriculum
(DfES, 2001). But those who come to learn
literacy for reasons outside work are less likely
to fit in with the faster track courses. They want
to interact more fully with literacies – to become
better able to form and express opinions, be
more critical. For example a student may want to
read a new novel and discuss it with other
students, work at length on improving their
spelling or write a blog. Instead they are fast
tracked to do exams which many may not have
the academic confidence to undertake. There
have never been more obvious contradictions
between the provision dictated by our economic
needs on the one hand, and the legacy of
respect for equality & diversity with its rationale
for learner-centred approaches on the other
hand.

References
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Add to this the rapidly changing concept of what
literacy is in real life at this time of the new
Taster Journal – texting, social networking,
blogging, messaging, online searching etc. The
end result is another gulf between what is real
literacy for a real world and the Functional Skills
emphasis on correct English. Furthermore (and
this can be evidenced from my own experience
as an adult literacy practitioner and researcher),
there are older learners and those with less
income who cannot become digitally proficient
because they are now financially prevented from
joining classes which offer such support. There is
little prospect for them of the promised
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We invite contributions from anyone involved in the field of
adult literacy, numeracy and ESOL education to write and
share ideas, practice and research with RaPAL readers. This
can be writing from learners, ideas linking research and
practice, comments about teaching, training or observations
about policy. We welcome articles, reviews, reports,
commentaries or cartoons that will stimulate interest and
discussion.
The journal is published three times a year and represents
an independent space, which allows critical reflection and
comment linking research with practice in the field of adult
literacy, numeracy and ESOL nationally and internationally.
The RaPAL network includes learners, managers,
practitioners, researchers, tutors, teacher trainers, and
librarians in adult, further and higher education in the UK. It
also has an international membership that covers Canada,
USA, New Zealand, Australia, South America, Europe and
Africa.
Guidelines for Contributors
All contributions should be written in an accessible way for a
wide and international readership.
•
•

•

•

Writing should be readable avoiding jargon. Where
acronyms are used these should be clearly explained.
Ethical guidelines should be followed particularly when
writing about individuals or groups. Permission must be
gained from those being represented and they should be
represented fairly.
We are interested in linking research and practice; you
may have something you wish to contribute but are not
sure it will fit. If this is the case please contact the editors
to discuss this.
Writing should encourage debate and reflection,
challenging dominant and taken for granted assumption
about literacy, numeracy and ESOL.

Journal Structure
We want to encourage new writers as well as those with
experience and to cover a range of topics, to do this the
journal is divided into three main sections and a review
section. Each section is slightly different in length and focus.
We welcome illustrations and graphics for any of the
sections. The journal has a different theme for each edition
but welcomes general contributions particularly for Section 1
and Section 2 and for reviews.

words long including references and will have refereed
journal status. Although articles in this section are more
theoretically and analytically developed they should
nevertheless be clearly written for a general readership. Both
empirical work and theoretical perspectives should be
accessible and clearly explained. Writing for this section
should:
• Relate to the practices of learning and teaching adult
literacy, numeracy or ESOL.
• Link to research by describing and analysing new
research findings relating this and any critical discussion
to existing research studies.
• Provide critical informed analysis of the topic including
reference to theoretical underpinning.
• Write coherently and accessibly avoiding
impenetrable language and assumed meanings. The
piece should have a clear structure and layout using the
Harvard referencing system and notes where applicable.
All terminology should be explained, particularly for an
international readership.
Review Section
Reviews and reports of books, articles, and materials
including CD should be between 50 to 800 words long. They
should clearly state the name of the piece being reviewed,
the author, year of publication, name and location of
publisher and cost. You should also include your name, a
short 2-3 line biography and your contact details. You can
write the review based upon your experience of using the
book, article or materials in your role as a practitioner,
teacher trainer, and researcher or as a student.
Submitting your work
1.
2.

3.

Naomi Horrocks naomi.horrocks@gmail.com
Sarah Freeman azdak@btopenworld.com
4.

Section 1. Ideas for teaching
This section is for descriptive and reflective pieces on
teaching and learning. It is a good place to have a first go at
writing for publication and can be based on experiences of
learners and teachers in a range of settings. Pieces can be up
to 1,000 words long.
Section 2. Developing Research and Practice
This section covers a range of contributions from research
and practice. In terms of research this could be experience of
practitioner research, of taking part in research projects,
commenting on research findings or of trying out ideas from
research in practice. In terms of practice this could be about
trying out new ideas and pushing back boundaries.
Contributions should include reflection and critique. Pieces
for this section should be between 1,000 - 2,000 words long
including references.

Your contribution should be word processed, in Arial size
12 font, double spaced on A4 paper with numbered
pages.

What happens next
1.

2.

3.

4.
Section 3. Research and Practice:
Multi-disciplinary perspectives
This section is for more sustained analytical pieces about
research, practice or policy. The pieces will be up to 6,000

Check the deadline dates and themes which are available
in the journal and on the website.
All contributions should have the name of the author/s, a
title and contact details which include postal address,
email address and phone number. We would also like a
short 2-3-line biography to accompany your piece.
Sections, subsections, graphs or diagrams should be
clearly indicated or labelled.
Send a copy to one of the journal co-ordinators

Editors and members of the Editorial Group review
contributions for Section 1 and Section 2. Contributions
for Section 3 are peer reviewed by a mixture of
experienced academic, research and practice referees.
Feedback is provided by the editor/s within eight weeks
of submission. This will include constructive comment
and any suggestions for developing the piece if
necessary.
You will be informed whether you piece has been
accepted, subject to alterations, and if so the editor/s
will work on a final editing process. Any final copy will
be sent to authors prior to publishing.
Where work is not accepted the editor/s may suggest
more relevant or alternative places for publication.

Please contact us if you want to discuss any ideas you have
for contributing to the journal.
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